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BOARD OF DIRECTORS GUIDELINES AND COMMITMENTS
By accepting my election to the Board of Directors, I agree to adhere to certain standards
outlined below. I understand it is my responsibility to:
•
•
•
•

Remain well informed about the work of the organization and its specific objectives.
Understand the role of the organization, its members, its aims its services, and its environment.
Be thoughtful and objective, in all deliberations.
Make decisions in the context of the organization as a whole.

As a Board Member I Hereby Agree to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Represent the good of the industry versus any special interest, geographic or personal
constituency.
Attend and participate in, at a minimum, two-thirds of the board meetings, committee
meetings and subcommittees (if applicable). I understand that failure to consistently attend
meetings will result in a request for my resignation.
Complete tasks and projects assigned and accepted.
Demonstrate support for programs and activities of the organization by attending them
regularly.
Accept at least one committee chairmanship/liaison/assignment and participate by attending
the committee meetings.
Inform the board of the needs and concerns of members.
Publicize the value and work of the organization: broaden interest in it by using opportunities
to explain the organization’s policies and services to relevant audiences.
Self-evaluate my performance as a director each year.
Understand that my role is to set policy. Recognize the role of the chief staff executive and staff
and not involve myself directly with the staff or at the administrative and implementation level.
Understand the purpose of the cost containment initiative policy and how it applies to the
committee(s) that you chair or vice-chair, with the goal of creating financial sustainability for
the Association.
Make it a priority to ensure that the committee(s) that you chair or vice-chair submit a draft
budget to the Finance Committee prior to September 30th of each fiscal year.

As a Board Member I Hereby Agree NOT to:
•
•
•

Authorize the use of, or use for the benefit or advantage of any person, the name, emblem,
endorsement, services, or property of the organization except in conformance with the
organization policy.
Accept, or seek on behalf of myself, any financial advantage or gain of other than nominal
value offered as a result of my organization affiliation.
Publicly utilize any organization affiliation in connection with the promotion of partisan politics,
religious matters, or positions on any issue not in conformity with the position of the

•

•
•

organization.
Disclose any confidential information that is available solely as a result of my affiliation with
organization to any person not authorized to receive such information or use the disadvantage
of the organization any confidential information, without the expressed authorization of the
organization.
Knowingly take any action or make any statement intended to influence the conduct of the
organization in such a way as to confer any financial benefit on myself or any corporation or
entity in which I have a significant interest or affiliation.
Operate in any manner that is contrary to the best interest of the organization.

I furthermore understand and agree to support the five major functions of the board:
1. Maintain and perpetuate the organization as a viable, relevant, effective and legal
entity.
2. Act as a trustee of members’ interests.
3. Plan for the organization’s future role and scope of activities.
4. Assure and provide operation requirements.
5. Measure progress towards stated goals and control resource allocation

Name:
_____________________________________________

Signature:
_____________________________________________
Date:
_____________________________________________

DIRECTORS & OFFICERS LIABILITY POLICY
CAEM has a Directors & Officers Liability policy through Marsh Insurance that cover all CAEM
Directors. Directors and officers liability Insurance (often called "D&O") is liability insurance payable to
the directors and officers of a company, or to the organization(s) itself, as indemnification
(reimbursement) for losses or advancement of defense costs in the event an insured suffers such a loss
as a result of a legal action brought for alleged wrongful acts in their capacity as directors and officers.
Such coverage can extend to defense costs arising out of criminal and regulatory investigations/trials as
well; in fact, often civil and criminal actions are brought against directors/officers simultaneously.
Intentional illegal acts, however, are typically not covered under D&O policies.
The following is a brief overview from an excerpt of CAEM’s D&O policy.
The Directors & Officers policy is on a Claims Made basis. Claims Made coverage requires that all claims
against you or incidents that arise which may result in a claim during the policy period must be reported
promptly to us. Failure to do so could result in the Insurers denying coverage for the claim.
This policy applies only to CLAIMS first made against the INSUREDS during the POLICY PERIOD and then
only if reported to ENCON as outlined in Section VI of the policy wordings.
“CLAIM” means:
1. a written demand for compensatory damages or non-monetary relief;
2. a civil proceeding commenced by the services of a notice of action, statement of claim or similar
proceeding;
3. a formal administrative or regulatory proceeding commenced by the filing of a notice of hearing
or formal investigative order or similar document; against any Insured for a wrongful act;
4. a criminal or penal proceeding commenced by the laying of an information or similar proceeding
against any insured person for a wrongful act.
If during the policy period the insured become aware of a wrongful act which could reasonably give rise
to a claim and the insured delivers written notice therefore to ENCON prior to the date of expiry of the
policy, any claim arising out of such reported wrongful act shall be treated as a claim made during the
policy period in which such written notice was delivered.
The insured shall as soon as practicable provide written notice after being made aware of a claim for
which coverage would be afforded by this policy, but in no event later than ninety (90) days following the
expiration date of the policy period. This ninety (90) day extended reporting period will only apply if no
replacement coverage is obtained during such ninety (90) day period.

Please note the following 14 pages are CSAE resources, not CAEM's and are not to be re-distributed.

Duties of Directors

Duty of Knowledge
A director of a corporation, whether not-for-profit
or otherwise, must know certain aspects about that
corporation.
Although various jurisdictions have different requirements
as to content (and identifying labels: articles, charter,
letters patent, memorandum, and so on), the constating
documents23 outline the fundamental purpose for the
corporation’s existence. At a minimum, the director must be
constantly aware of the content, though not necessarily the
detail, of the constating documents. The director must also
be aware of the requirements of the internal governance
mechanisms—generally known as the bylaws—by which
the corporation operates. Such awareness can only be the
result of initial understanding and regular refreshing the
recollection of the content of these “cornerstones” of the
corporation.
Similarly, directors must understand what the corporation
does in practice; that is, how the corporation puts its
purposes into action.
In practical terms, orientation of new board members is
considered a fundamental prerequisite to full participation
in the board processes; regular refreshing and updating
of all board members is provided for directors in many
organizations (as it should be for all such organizations).
Likewise, all board members must consider that the duties
of office include an obligation to review, at least annually,
these fundamental documents. In every directors’ meeting,
best practices of boards include at least some education
about the corporation operations so that directors can fully
understand how mission, vision, and objectives translate
into action.
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Just as there is a need to periodically reflect on the mission,
vision, and objectives, directors must also formally review
the constating documents and bylaws to ensure that they
each remain consistent to the organization’s purpose. In
particular, the bylaws are the servants of the corporation’s
work. Although some parts of the bylaws are prescribed by
the law of the incorporating jurisdiction, many parts should
always support, not inhibit, the fundamental purposes and
activity of the corporation. Because of the stable foundation
that the bylaws provide to the corporation, alterations
should not be undertaken lightly or hastily, but only after
careful reflection on the possible and available alternatives.
It must be noted that the bylaws govern the internal
workings of the corporation, and until altered in accordance
with the appropriate amendment provisions, directors
must comply with their terms. This applies not only to
the substance of the particulars, but also to the timing as
outlined in the bylaws.

Duty of Care
A director of a not-for-profit corporation has a duty in the
performance of the activities of the corporation to act in
accordance with a minimum standard of care, and may
incur personal liability where the conduct falls short of this
criterion. In business corporations, this standard test of care
is an objective one generally expressed as a standard of care
that a reasonably prudent person would exercise under
similar circumstances. This objective standard has been
codified in the legislation of some provinces that governs
business corporations.
Canada,24 British Columbia,25 Saskatchewan,26 Manitoba,27
Ontario,28 and Newfoundland29 have codified an objective
standard of care similar to that found in the legislation
governing business corporations. For example, the
British Columbia Societies Act provides:
A Director of a society shall:
a. act honestly and in good faith and in the best interests of
the society; and
b. exercise the care, diligence and skill of a reasonably
prudent person, in exercising his powers and performing
his duties as a director.30
18.

The Canada and Ontario NFP Acts expressly provide that this
standard is absolute, and no provision in a contract, constating
document, bylaw, or resolution may limit the obligation to comply
with the statute and regulations.
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Where no objective standard is codified, directors of a not-forprofit corporation in that jurisdiction must discharge their duty by
meeting a standard of care that has been defined by the courts.
This more subjective standard that must be met is “conduct that
may reasonably be expected from a person of such knowledge and
experience as the identified director.”31 What emerges from this
is that a director with more skill, sophistication, and experience
faces a greater standard and a greater risk of personal liability
than another director who might lack such specific expertise. As a
result, a lawyer, accountant, or other professional must be aware
of the higher standard that is expected of someone with such
qualifications.
Where the corporation is a charitable organization, an even
higher standard of care may be exacted. Directors of charitable
organizations are generally held to the same standard of care as a
trustee in managing a charitable trust. It is trite law that trustees
have a higher duty to the organization than would be the case of a
person who does not serve in that capacity.
In British Columbia, a director must conform to the higher standard
that a reasonably prudent person must exercise under the same
circumstances.32
A director who acts honestly and meets these standards of conduct
and care will not be liable for simple errors of business judgment
that occur while performing the duties of the office. In the case
of the Canada NFP Act, the Saskatchewan Act, and the Ontario
NFP Act,33 a director is afforded a reasonable diligence defence as
defined in the statute.

Duty of Skill and Prudence
In most jurisdictions, there is no minimum required level of skill
or prudence for a director of a not-for-profit corporation. The
level of skill required of each director depends on that director’s
responsibilities within the organization, and the individual skills
and experience brought to the position. Where a director has a
particular level of expertise, that level must be used in the best
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interests of the organization. As already noted, no liability
is imposed for mere errors in business judgment.
To discharge the duty of prudence, a director must act with
practicality and not necessarily expertise in mind. The duty
of prudence forces a director to act cautiously and anticipate
any probable consequences of any course of action that the
organization may choose to undertake.

Duty of Diligence
To discharge the duty of diligence, a director must act in
the best interests of the corporation and must be as fully
informed as reasonably possible with respect to all aspects
of the corporation. As such, directors are accountable to
the corporation and must act prudently and reasonably
in attempting to preserve the integrity and reputation of
the corporation.
In the practical order, the duty of diligence involves
becoming thoroughly acquainted with the organization’s
purpose and policies, what tasks are delegated and to
whom, and an awareness of the organization’s operations.
One of the most significant parts of the duty of diligence
requires a director generally to exercise the level of care
of an ordinary person, and for this purpose:
t to review the agenda and supporting material in advance
of each meeting of the directors and any committee to
which appointed;
t to attend meetings of the board and committees to
which appointed;
t to be prepared to discuss the business before the meeting
in a prepared and knowledgeable way; and
t to vote (unless excluded by reason of conflict of
interest or other prohibition) on matters that come before
the meeting.
If attending the applicable meeting is not possible, the
director should review the minutes of the meeting and
other financial statements of the organization in order to
stay informed. This is particularly important when an illegal
or similar act is undertaken at a meeting. The absent
director may be liable unless he or she immediately
registers a dissent.
20.

Duty to Manage
The board of directors of a not-for-profit corporation has the
duty to manage the affairs of the organization, and to apply
the bylaws of the organization. This managerial duty includes,
but is not limited to:
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t electing officers (where so authorized);
t appointing and supervise staff;
t establishing policies and provide guidance;
t complying with legal requirements;
t acquiring adequate knowledge of the business and
functioning of the organization; and
t enacting bylaws as necessary and useful to the
operations of the organization.
There is a distinction, and it should be a clearly delineated,
between the duties and obligations of the directors and those of
the staff. In broad and general terms, directors are responsible
for establishing policies, management for implementing them,
and directors for measuring management’s implementation of
those policies.
The actual implementation of the duty to manage the organization
can occasionally result in conflict between the directors and senior
employees. Such internal conflicts often arise when directors
attempt to manage operations, or when senior employees exceed
their operational authority as granted by the board of directors.
This conflict is the result of misunderstanding of the respective
roles of directors and the senior employees.

Fiduciary Duty
A fiduciary within an organization is a person who maintains a
position of trust. Where such a position exists, there is a higher
standard of care. Directors of business corporations and not-forprofit corporations alike are subject to common-law fiduciary
obligations. The imperative of these obligations in the corporate
context requires the person to: act honestly and in good faith; be
loyal to and to act in the best interest of the corporation; avoid any
conflict of interest; and subordinate every personal interest
to those of the corporation. This duty, when it exists, applies
to all organizations in all jurisdictions.
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One of the most important features of the fiduciary duty is
the obligation to avoid acting in such a way that personal
interests conflict with the interests of the corporation and,
more specifically, those interests of the corporation that the
director must protect. For this reason, a breach of fiduciary
duty can occur even in cases in which a director is acting
in good faith.34
Even where the bylaws of a not-for-profit corporation
permit its directors to enter into contracts with the
corporation that would otherwise result in a conflict of
interest, the fiduciary obligation of the director may prevail
over the permission contained in such bylaws.35

Duties as Trustees
The courts have not conclusively held that directors of
not-for-profit organizations are automatically trustees, but
in one case the directors of a charitable foundation were
found to be in breach of trust by reason of having made
an improper investment for the foundation. Directors of
charitable organizations have been held to be subject to the
same standard of care to which a trustee would be held. For
example, a director of a charitable corporation in Ontario
is subject to the Charities Accounting Act.36 Imposing this
standard of care to directors of a charitable corporation
means that such directors are subject to the higher standard
of a reasonable and prudent person in managing that
person’s own affairs; it is important to note that this is an
objective, not a subjective, standard.
One of the reasons that the distinction between trustees and
directors is important is that charity trustees are prohibited
from being paid, even for work performed in a professional
capacity. Underlying this conclusion is the concept that a
person may not profit from his or her position as director.
Therefore, a trustee can only be paid a fair and reasonable
allowance where it is sanctioned by a court.

Investment Powers
Directors of not-for-profit corporations face potential
liability with respect to loss on the investment of corporation
funds. As a minimum, the board of directors must develop

22.

investment policies that include establishing acceptable
levels of risk, and then ensuring that those undertaking the
investments comply with the policies. Regular and possibly
frequent status reports of investments is generally a
minimum requirement.
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The board of directors must ensure that it has sufficient specialized
proficiency to invest corporate funds, otherwise it may be required
to enlist the assistance of outside experts. Even where outside
expertise is necessary, directors should undertake critical reviews
of financial reports at frequent intervals and, correspondingly,
must enact bylaws providing for the appropriate investment of
corporate funds.

Delegation by Directors
As in the case of commercial corporations, only a restricted type
of responsibilities may be wholly delegated by directors of notfor-profit corporations. Delegation alone does not automatically
relieve the director from liability regarding delegated tasks. On
the contrary, when tasks are delegated, a director continues to
be responsible for the resulting actions. For example, although
an investment manager is retained to assist generating income or
increasing capital value, the ultimate responsibility for managing a
charity’s assets cannot be delegated.
Delegation is generally best done through adopting policies
containing sufficient detail that the delegate has adequate
guidance, yet sufficient flexibility that he or she can adapt to the
demands of the conditions that apply in practice.37
The extent to which a director may delegate responsibilities is
subject to statutory limitations,38 and otherwise is governed by
the test of what a prudent person would do under the same
circumstances. The director must maintain a supervisory role and
cannot blindly rely on the delegated person, committee, officer, or
member who actually performs the delegated task.
The services of experts—investment counsellors, trust officers,
lawyers, accountants—are often used where directors lack
adequate knowledge and experience. Where experts are not
members or officers of the organization, directors are under a
further duty to ensure that these outside parties have adequate
and sufficient qualifications for the task involved.
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Duty to Avoid Conflicts of Interest
When an individual has a personal interest in the same
subject matter as the corporation of which he or she is a
director, a conflict of interest arises. As already noted, the
fiduciary obligation of a director to the corporation requires
the person to act in the best interest of the corporation
at all times. A conflict may also arise where a person is a
director of two corporations that are involved in the same
transaction; the conflict occurs because the director owes
a fiduciary duty to both organizations.
It is obvious that a conflict of interest may arise from a
wide variety of circumstances, and it is impossible to isolate
in this publication how each conflict must be resolved.
In most cases, these interests are measurable in direct or
indirect pecuniary terms; this section will focus on such
incidents. In any event, regard must be had to the relevant
statutory provisions.39
It should be emphasized that there is nothing inherently
wrong with a conflict of interest. Problems arise only when
a person who has such a conflict fails to place the personal
interest second, behind that of the corporation. It should
also be noted that, in the case of a conflict because the
person is a director of two corporations involved in the
same transactions, the person may not give priority to
either corporation, but unless affiliated must remain
neutral to both.
It may also be a conflict of interest for directors to receive
direct or indirect benefits to their business or property
outside of the actual transaction. Directors are also in a
conflict of interest where relatives, friends, or co-workers
benefit from their actions as a director. Similarly, a director
may receive social or political gain, or may benefit from
a corporate opportunity of which the director learns in
advance of others by reason of the director’s position.
The penalty for failure to act appropriately when a
conflict of interest exists can range from a quasi-criminal
conviction40 to a common-law requirement to deliver to
the corporation any benefit gained from the transaction.
Resolving a conflict issue is based on the proposition that a
person may not profit from the position of director at the

24.

expense of the organization. For example, when contracting with
the organization, a director may not use the position to negotiate
terms that are personally advantageous but are not of at least
equal advantage to the corporation. An independent third party
is not so limited, and would not be barred from negotiating a
personal advantage at the expense of the corporation.
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A director’s gain through a conflict of interest situation will not
automatically lead to liability. Statutory provisions generally
provide that liability for conflicts of interest may be avoided where
a director declares personal interest in a particular transaction or
event at the directors’ meeting at which the matter first arises
or, where the director is not present at that meeting, at the next
meeting that the director attends.41 Similarly, when a director
makes the statutory disclosure and does not participate in or
influence the decision-making process, the director may retain any
profit from the transaction.42
Bylaws of many not-for-profit corporations will provide
mechanisms for ratifying contracts where directors have a personal
involvement, and will outline the circumstances under which such
might be granted.

Duty to Act Within Scope of Authority
Directors must know both the scope of their own authority and
the permitted activities of a corporation. In a not-for-profit
corporation as in a commercial corporation, a combination of
the objects, bylaws, and resolutions of the board of directors
outlines the permitted activities of the corporation and the scope
of authority of an individual director. Personal liability can attach
to any director whenever that director, by positive action or by
neglect, permits the corporation to carry on activities that are ultra
vires of the corporation (beyond the power or authority of the
corporation).43 An individual may also incur personal liability when
acting outside the scope of the actual authority that has been
granted to him or her as noted in the corporation’s records.
Avoiding personal liability in such situations is simple and
straightforward. In the case of ultra vires activity, the director
must oppose the action during the directors’ meeting at which the
action was authorized (if not present, at the first meeting attended
thereafter), and should demand that that opposition be recorded
in that meeting’s minutes.
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In addition to adherence by directors to the appropriate
standards of care, a number of protective measures are
available, individually and collectively designed to
minimize the exposure of directors of not-for-profit
corporations to legal liability. Directors should be aware
that for the most part, these protections are voluntary
at the instance of the corporation, and a later board of
directors may not continue the protection. A cautious
director may insist that the corporation, by formal contract,
undertake to provide and continue protection indefinitely,
both by way of indemnity and funded by the provision of
insurance coverage.

Indemnification
Indemnification means that the corporation will
compensate the director for any loss incurred for the
liabilities arising from the performance of the director’s
duties, within the scope of that director’s authority,
except those arising from wilfully negligent actions.
The incorporating statutes of not-for-profit corporations
generally permit or provide for the indemnification of
directors. A director can be indemnified for all charges,
costs, and expenses sustained or incurred as a result of any
claim or other proceeding against the director.68 It is even
possible for a director to receive an indemnity where there
has been negligence, as long as the director has acted in
good faith.
British Columbia69 provides for a broad indemnity
for directors of not-for-profit organizations so it is
unnecessary for members of the organization to ratify
the indemnity clause as is required under the Canada
Corporations Act. Similarly, the Canada NFP Act 70 and the
Ontario NFP Act 71 have removed the necessity of obtaining
member approval for indemnities. These latter statutes also
Canadian Society of Association Executives
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permit the corporation to advance monies to a protected
director or officer while the matter proceeds.72
There are complications in providing indemnification for
directors of charitable organizations. Until quite recently,
the Public Guardian and Trustee in Ontario took the position
that, because directors of charitable organizations are
trustees and cannot profit from that position, they cannot
be remunerated for their services; that indemnity insurance
must be considered as a form of remuneration; and that
a charity in Ontario had to seek court approval before
providing an indemnity clause to its directors.73 Regrettably,
the courts adopted this view of the Public Trustee.74
Early in 2001, the Lieutenant-Governor-in-Council enacted
Ontario Regulation 4/01 to provide that acts authorized
by this Regulation, that would otherwise have required
Court approval, should be treated for all purposes as
though they had such Court approval. Among the acts
authorized were indemnities to directors and corresponding
indemnity insurance. These benefits are not without
limitation.75 Specifically, there are five factors that directors
must consider before giving an indemnity or purchasing
insurance:
1. The degree of risk to which the director or corporation
is or may be exposed.
2. Whether, in practice, the risk cannot be eliminated or
significantly reduced by means other than the indemnity
or insurance.
3. Whether the amount or cost of the insurance is
reasonable in relation to the risk.
4. Whether the cost of the insurance is reasonable in
relation to the revenue available to the corporation.
5. Whether it advances the administration and management
of the property to give the indemnity or purchase the
insurance.
It should be noted that these factors are instructive
guidance to directors in considering any decision having
financial implications.
The purpose of indemnification is to encourage skilled
directors to participate in not-for-profit organizations.
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It is important to note that an indemnity is only effective if the
corporation is in a financial position to honour it when the director
needs the protection. If the corporation does not have adequate
funds to indemnify when it is needed, either in its own treasury or
by way of insurance moneys, then the indemnification is illusory.
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Insurance
Not only is an indemnity only as good as the financial stability
of the organization, but indemnification also does not eliminate
the risk of all liabilities, including breaches of standard of care,
breaches of certain statutes, and situations where the corporation
itself is suing the director. Notwithstanding these limitations,
directors’ liability insurance can often provide sufficient protection
for these situations.
The expenses involved with directors’ liability insurance vary
with the type of activity in which the organization participates.
With the increasing sophistication of directors in these
organizations, there is increasing pressure for added protection
through insurance programs.
Directors’ liability insurance can be maintained in one of two ways:
either through the corporation, where the premiums are paid by
the corporation; or by the director personally, where the premiums
are paid by either the director or the corporation. The decision as
to which of the two types is used, or even both, is a policy decision
to be made by the individual corporation itself.
The Canada Corporations Act is silent with respect to directors’
liability insurance. However, the Canada NFP Act,76 the BC Society
Act,77 and the Ontario NFP Act 78 expressly allow for the purchase of
insurance by not-for-profit organizations to protect directors from
personal liability.
While it is becoming common for all organizations to have
this form of protection,79 the cost of such insurance is increasingly
prohibitive for many. Furthermore, not all types of liability are
covered, including acts that are ultra vires and where conflict
of interest situations have resulted in personal profits for
the directors.
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35.

Protection of
Directors

Independent Advice
Directors must act within the scope of their authority and
in the best interests of the corporation. Sometimes this calls
for directors to seek independent advice, particularly where
knowledge is needed in a field where directors do not
have any expertise. One such example is in the investment
of corporate funds. Where independent advice is sought,
directors should ensure that properly qualified individuals
are asked for their expertise.

Disclosure of Competing Interests
Perhaps the easiest way to avoid personal liability is for a
director to disclose to the board, at the earliest opportunity,
all situations in which a conflict of interest may arise.
This is particularly true for any personal interests related
to the transactions of the organization. Disclosure should
take place regardless of whether the interests are direct
or indirect.
Legislation in Canada and several provinces set out the
provisions for disclosure in conflict of interest situations, and
the interest should be disclosed at the first opportunity and
declared at the meeting of the board of directors. Further,
the director is precluded from voting on any contract,
transaction, or matter in which the director has any interest,
no matter how remote.80 And as already noted, these
requirements also apply where the person is a director of
two (or more) organizations unless they are affiliated.

Impact of Ratification
Directors can be protected from personal liability where
members of the organization ratify their actions. For
example, where a director fully discloses a personal interest
in a contract, the members may ratify the contract and move
liability to the corporation or its creditors from the personal
liability of the director. The membership exerts a measure
of control over the management of the organization by the
directors and, as such, this ratification provides protection
from liability. But it should be noted that it is not possible to
protect against all claims of third parties.

36.

Due Diligence
Reducing the risk of liability before problems actually occur is
probably the most effective form of protection. This ex ante form
of protection comes in the form of due diligence. Not only can
due diligence prevent problems from occurring, it can also prevent
a director from accepting a position at an organization where
problems have already occurred and currently exist.

DUTIES AND
RESPONSIBILITIES
OF DIRECTORS
AND OFFICERS OF
NOT-FOR-PROFIT
ORGANIZATIONS

There is no exact formula for what proper due diligence should
be. Different situations and different organizations will call for
different levels of due diligence. However, it is always important
for a director to understand the organization, and to know the
objects and purposes of the organization. This involves checking
the constating documents, the annual reports, the financial
statements, and the statutes applicable to the organization.
Furthermore, after accepting a directorship with an organization,
the director must still exercise due diligence when carrying out
the functions of the organization. Directors must know what the
organization is doing, what transactions are occurring, and with
what activities the organization is involved. The director must also
attend meetings, review materials, discuss the issues with other
members of the board and make decisions, as well as ensuring
compliance with applicable legislation.
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CALL FOR NOMINATIONS
for the 2020/2021
CAEM Board of Directors
NOMINATION BACKGROUND INFORMATION
BOARD COMPOSITION
The CAEM Board of Directors is made up of a maximum of twenty: Seven officers (president, immediate pastpresident, two vice-presidents, secretary, treasurer; the executive director; six designated representatives of
associate members; and the balance exposition members. Not all directorships need be filled.
Exposition Members may be nominated for a directorship or for an officer's position.
Designated Primary Representatives of Associate Members may be nominated for one of six directorships open to
Associate Members (one of which is a facility representative), or for one of two officer’s positions (other than
President and Past President).
A director’s term is normally for two years, but may be less in some circumstances. Directors may be re-nominated
any number of times.
Officer terms are for two years. Under no circumstances may an officer hold the same office for more than two
consecutive terms, with the exception of the past president.
ABOUT MEMBERSHIP
Exposition Members, regardless of company or affiliation, are individual members. They are entitled to vote at
annual and general meetings, and each exposition member holds one vote. In addition, they may be elected to a
directorship or officer position.
Associate Members are corporate members. Individuals are termed "representatives", and may be in one of two
categories:


Primary Designated Representatives are explicitly named by the Associate Member Company. He/she is an
individual named to the CAEM roster and for whom a membership fee is paid. There may be only one
primary designated representative per firm. In the event that no one is explicitly named, CAEM assumes the
most senior representative of the firm to be the designated representative. The Designated Representative
is entitled to vote and may hold one of six associate member directorships on the Board of Directors, of
which two may be an officer position.



Secondary Designated Representatives are any other personnel named to the CAEM roster and for whom a
membership fee is paid. They have all normal membership rights except they DO NOT have the right to vote
at CAEM Annual or General Meetings, and may not be elected as directors.



Honoured Life, Retired, Student and Honourary Members may not vote or hold elective office.

ABOUT THE NOMINATION PROCESS
The CAEM Nominating Committee seeks nominations from the membership and then develops a slate of officers and
directors for approval by the membership at the Annual General Meeting. All nominations from the membership must
be received by Friday, July 10, 2020. Directors will be declared elected on the basis of a plurality of votes cast. At the
Annual General Meeting, the Secretary will announce the results of the election or declare the slate of officers and
directors elected by acclamation if no additional nominations are received.

WHAT ARE THE CHARACTERISTICS OF A GOOD DIRECTOR?













Has served as a CAEM committee member and/or chair
Willing to commit time and effort. (This will include approximately 7 Board meetings per year, chairing or vice
chairing one of the CAEM committees (or sub-groups) and, if possible, attendance at the CAEM Annual
Conference which includes the Annual General Meeting).
Listens, takes duties seriously and is able to see through ‘CAEM’ eyes when considering issues affecting the
Association and the industry as a whole
Accepts responsibilities wholeheartedly and fulfils responsibilities and assignments in a timely manner
Has demonstrated leadership qualities
Supports proper financing
Rational, prudent and practical
Honours rules, regulations and procedures
Consistent and congruent
Respects members and staff; empathetic and tolerant
Has personal and professional goals and principles

CAEM BOARD INVOLVEMENT, DUTIES AND OBLIGATIONS









Board meetings are held at least seven times annually, and all directors are expected to attend regularly, either
in person or by teleconference. As a minimum standard, CAEM by-laws stipulate that absence from three
consecutive meetings of the Board without a reason deemed by the Board to be valid, shall result in the
directorship being vacated automatically. In reality, average attendance by continuing directors is more than 75
per cent, and this is expected to be maintained or exceeded.
Directors are expected to assume active and working roles on committees, including committee chairmanship or
vice-chairmanship.
Directors are expected to support and attend events organized by the association.
There is no expense reimbursement for CAEM directors, and no remuneration.
CAEM by-laws indemnify all directors and officers. CAEM maintains general liability insurance for the
association, and Director and Officer Liability insurance for the Board. Coverage assumes due diligence in
carrying out duties and obligations (meeting attendance, active participation, etc.) and does not excuse
negligence.
Should a vacancy occur on the Board by virtue of the death, resignation, removal or ineligibility of a director, the
Board may appoint another Exposition Member (or Designated Representative in the case of an Associate
Member vacancy) on the recommendation of the Nominating Committee to serve the balance of the term or
until the next election of directors. A director so appointed shall be eligible for re-election to the Board.

CAEM BOARD GUIDELINES AND COMMITMENTS

All Board members must agree to adhere to the standards and carry out the responsibilities outlined below:










Remain well informed about the work of the organization and its specific objectives.
Understand the role of CAEM, its members, its aims, its services, and its environment.
Be thoughtful and objective in all deliberations.
Make decisions in the context of the CAEM as a whole.
Maintain and perpetuate the organization as a viable, relevant, effective and legal entity.
Act as a trustee of members’ interests.
Plan for the organization’s future role and scope of activities.
Assure and provide operation requirements.
Measure progress towards stated goals and control resource allocation.

All Board members must agree not to:









Authorize the use of, or use for the benefit or advantage of any person, the name, emblem, endorsement,
services, or property of CAEM except in conformance with CAEM policy.
Accept, or seek on behalf of himself or herself, any financial advantage or gain of other than nominal value
offered as a result of their CAEM affiliation.
Publicly utilize any CAEM affiliation in connection with the promotion of partisan politics, religious matters, or
positions on any issue not in conformity with the position of CAEM.
Disclose any confidential information that is available solely as a result of his or her affiliation with CAEM to any
person not authorized to receive such information, or use to the disadvantage of CAEM any confidential
information, without the expressed authorization of the CAEM.
Knowingly take any action or make any statement intended to influence the conduct of the CAEM in such a way
as to confer any financial benefit on him or her or any corporation or entity in which they have a significant
interest or affiliation.
Operate in any manner that is contrary to the best interest CAEM.
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